Character Interview Questions
Roadrunner's Dance

NOTE: Be ready for follow up questions based on students’ responses to these questions.

Inference:

Roadrunner

When you were first told of why you were created, what crossed your mind?

Describe the gift the Animals gave you that was the most helpful in your teaching Rattlesnake a lesson.

Describe what you had to overcome to teach Rattlesnake a lesson.

Rattlesnake

Why did you think you had control over the road?

Why was the rattle on your tail so important?

Other Animals

Why did you feel you needed to ask Desert Woman for help?

What gift did you give to Roadrunner and why was that important?

Synthesis:

Roadrunner

Why is helping humans important to you?

Describe to us what you think about Desert Woman.

What would you like to say to Rattlesnake right now?

Rattlesnake

Describe any other part of the desert that you control and tell us why you control it.

What would you like to say to Roadrunner or Desert Woman right now?

Other Animals

Why is it important for you and your friends to have certain physical features?

What would you like to say to Rattlesnake right now?